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Unit-I:

Basic Persian Grammar

(a) Infinitives & Formation of Tenses.
(b) Sentence formation.
(c) Translation of Simple Sentences from English / Urdu into Persian.

Unit-II:

(a) Chashme Bina wa Goshe Shonwa Daashte Basheem.
(b) Pisare Fida kaar.
(c) Rah Ahan.

Unit-III:

Answers of the questions in Persian
(As given in the end of the above texts)

Recommended Book:
1. Chaharum Dabistan 1362( Jamhori-e Islami-e Iran ,wezarate Amozish wa Parvrish
2. Dastoore zabane farsi. Parvez Natil Khanlari
3. Irani Zaban Ka Qaeda